EDUCATION : NEW LOOK IN SYSTEM

Education, as far has not attracted the vital persons in Pakistan, except a few changes, are
being made here and there; but object and need for education is still to be prophesied. In
myself fulfilling manner, I suggest a few changes – which to me are obvious, a key to
success. I shall start from Para-Medical and Engineering. How brain drain takes place,
without our knowledge?

MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION’S PHOBIA

To put a child in a Medical College, has become preception of many parents, and so as
the children have developed, this phobia without any explanation, how and why they
want to become doctors has spread enormously, some may emotionally reply for service
to ailing human being, or to help others; many perhaps join this field considering it as
‘financial nightmare’. This idea to me is mental disaster for people of Pakistan. All top
level students, gently and lovingly join this profession, either at the desire of parents or
self-styled desire or environmentally being impressed by the status and security of
working doctors. Although many possess versatile thinking, potentialities, enterprising
brain – a philosophical ind – fantastic administrator and planning aptitudes, which is
being drained in the field of Technology of Medicine and descriptive Engineering.
There are and there were and there will be a genius, at least 1 : 50000 in our population
having political diversities, economical thoughts, international relations and current
commercial system in the field of every day life – some do have potentialities and talents
for athletics, games or defensive brains.

Everybody fit or unfit, is being pushed into

medical field or Engineering on a criteria highest obtained marks in an examination
without aptitude test, and without thinking future of the country.

What this country must have and how this national energy is bursting into a waste. We
have to deviate from emotional tract to reality and sound ideas. We do need a new
vision, of where we are going as a nation/ Future lives upto the promises of the present,
soon we break through, that shall be benefited, in every field of Pakistan’s, affliction.

This new attitude and understanding by me shall shed a helpful light on an old age – old
proble of education and further planning in which I am keen.

This new idea might

disturb a few, but I could request them with humble regards – they should consider, their
country of their own, and people of the country as their off spring. To love a land and its
containing, for me is a love to God.

Other problem of ours, today is poverty – due to lack of planning in many fields, urban
decay – rural destruction, etc. I do not invite the conflicts here. If the brilliant students,
having potentialities join medical colleges or Engineering to become Technocrates,
naturally low level shall join arts to live in this world – some being shining, they transfer
themselves to the opportunities of civil service of Pakistan or Defence Forces and rest
adopt a missionary, form of a ‘teacher’ and a few designed themselves for people, by
adopting a career of advocacy or editing or politics. These talented excels, rest of them,
who, they seek jobs here and there, due to unskillness, they accept the fate to become a
clerk or a primary teacher and this is a mass destruction.

What is a need now for this country – doctors, planners or politicians or scientists? For
me country’s future is very vital and important, its existence is my need – its boundary
security is my earnest desire, and every one of us should think like that. If we push
potential people into technology – just as it is a promise of opportunity of better life – To
whom we are going to give responsibility of quality to 3rd divisioner or trodden man – a
man with less marks, do have some of the complex and how could he be a good
administrator to bear on his shoulder, future of land of ours. This myth of top quality
should be taken away – they cannot dispel all things. They are useful and productive
persons. If top level are limited to Technocracy this is injustice to matters pertaining to
Pakistan – quality always exist to utilize the quality is a problem. From psychiatrist’s
point of view – identification of pre-convinced idea to become a doctor is a suspicion to
dangers around. This curiosity and the enthusiasm for performance of service is to be
ceased with. The attraction of treasure of an old member of Medical profession is to be
ignored.

HOW 1ST DIVISION IN THE BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION?
Some has discovered that all 1st Divisioners or top level are not genuine – this is a unique
investigation. However, one can’t adhere to such opinion. Naturally Board have to
adopt, achievement and fulfillment of their examination. May be 1 %, truth in such
imagination – even mis-understoodness is eliminated. Hundreds of thousands of students
or candidates themselves take test, nationalwise in the programme manned by Boards of
Examinations. A few individual or groups, might find facility or sight be cared by
friends or wide teacher, but this is a risky line. All, I am sure cannot play such game. If
people say, let it be investigated gently. There are thoughts, that could help and guilty
should not have an escape.

This requires honest and scientific planning and this is a

national need.

ROLE OF DOCTORS IN PAKISTAN

The present top level Pakistani doctors have got remarkable achievement and richer
contribution in skill of surgery and discipline of medicine. )some possess international
reputation and recognition in their respective branches, but after reading their
biographies, from their secret documents, for tunated division, in F. Sc is safe, obviously
less than first). It is maintained, all famous doctors with high assignment, evenwere in
possession of what is called less than 2nd division or second in their achievement of premedical examination and some even have taken repeated examination in F. Sc. In order
to improve their division. A few have taken in, Medical College after B. Sc and few
joined Medical College even after M. Sc.

I can tell, from my own experience about the excellence position – hard work, is a
primary promise for Technological Institutions. The gauge of performance rejoicingly is
limited to one particular path, which parroted. What, we need in Technocracy? Of
course Not 1st Division – or high potential versetile brain. It is a will and a devotion
necessity to become doctor and not division. There are several Doctors champions,

unforgetable in this field, who commissioned themselves from licentiate platform and are
at aspiringable for their performance. Hard work leads to success. Even middle brain
can unveil. Amazingly brain drain is inside the country without our knowledge. It is
true, some candidates were not upto the requirement for admission but were nominated
and they are also good doctors. This is not to be ignorable. Celebration after admission
in Medical College are not merely sign of such here of medicine. Unless, he possesses
aptitude and devotion and sense of respect to the society with an aim of help to a needy.

Some doctors do dream for their off-spring to follow suit and plead that tools and
technology of their life’s earning and established clinics and laboratories attached to are
handy and perfect to run the show. Though this is not an accurate thinking. Genetically
doctors children are intelligent and can be directed towards inspiring country’s fate and
they can be trimmed to be good planners for solving country’s problems. How logical
am I in this theory? That top level should not join either Engineering or Medicine – as
such they are wastage in Technocracy as compared to running the country.

Why we are becoming innocent and making easily ourselves victor of the land. By
handing over the country’s administration to 3rd divisioners.

HO, INNOCENT VICTOMS OF CUPID
REMEMBER THIS LESSER LITTLE VERSE
TO LET A FOOL, KISS YOU IS STUPID
TO LET A KISS FOOL YOU IS WORSE

Let us enjoy the thrills of the youth. They can become Government officials, industrial
leaders, Olympic champions and some may offer talents in defence services or
Economics and planning Sociology and doctors.
impossible problems of Pakistan and solution.

We, now need inventor of the

And genius are available with creative

brain. Do not let them go waste, use them to the maximum, test their aptitude, provide
them laboratory of patriotism. No doubt, we too need, good doctors, and middle brain
may be employed to help the ailing, folk. Before, ending my theory of factuality, I do

stress for the gymnasium and military training. No nation can make any progress unless
it adheres to discipline and sportsman’s spirit.

To me military training and allied

discipline and technology should be enforced in primary class for Pakistan, let us sow the
seed of facts and get away from untruth pleasures.

